We consider the equations governing multicomponent reactive ows derived from the kinetic theory of dilute polyatomic reactive gas mixtures. Using an entropy function, we derive a symmetricconservativeform of the system. In the framework of Kawashima's and Shizuta's theory, we recast the resulting system into a normal form, that is, in the form of a symmetric hyperbolic-parabolic composite system. We also characterize all normal forms for symmetric systems of conservation laws such that the nullspace associated with dissipation matrices is invariant. We then investigate an abstract second order quasilinear system with a source term, around a constant equilibrium state. Assuming the existence of a generalized entropy function, the invariance of the nullspace naturally associated with dissipation matrices, stability conditions for the source term, and a dissipative structure for the linearized equations, we establish global existence and asymptotic stability around the constant equilibrium state in all space dimensions and we obtain decay estimates. These results are then applied to multicomponent reactive ows using a normal form and the properties of Maxwellian chemical source terms.
Introduction
In this paper, we investigate the system of equations modeling multicomponent reactive ows. We derive various symmetric forms of the system and we establish global existence and asymptotic stability around constant equilibrium states for the Cauchy problem in all space dimensions.
We rst present the governing equations for multicomponent gaseous ows derived from the kinetic theory of dilute polyatomic reactive gas mixtures EG94]. We express the conservation equations, the transport uxes and the thermodynamic properties. An important point in these equations is that the transport uxes have their natural symmetry properties. We use in particular the symmetric di usion coe cients introduced by Waldmann and Tr ubenbacher WT62] Gi91]. On the contrary, Hirschfelder, Curtiss and Bird HCB64] have arti cially destroyed this symmetry Gi91] EG94]. The detailed form of the chemistry source term derived from the kinetic theory is not needed in the rst sections of the paper and is postponed to Section 6.
We then discuss symmetrizability for an abstract system of conservation laws. This property is closely related to the existence of an entropy function as shown by Kawashima and Shizuta in the case of hyperbolic{parabolic systems KS88], extending previous work on hyperbolic systems Go62] FL71] Mo80]. Starting from an entropy related conservative symmetric form, Kawashima and Shizuta have further investigated normal forms, that is, symmetric hyperbolic{parabolic composite forms. These authors have shown in particular that symmetric systems of conservation laws such that the nullspace naturally associated with dissipation matrices is invariant can be recast into a normal form. In the framework of their theory, we further characterize, in this paper, all normal forms for systems satisfying the invariance property.
As an application, we exhibit an entropy function for the system of equations modeling multicomponent ows. By using the corresponding entropic variable, we derive a symmetric conservative formulation of the system. Chalot, Hughes and Shakib CHS90] have carried out similar calculations in the case of ows in thermochemical nonequilibrium. However, they have used a multicomponent di usion matrix which is not symmetric HCB54] and which prohibits complete symmetrization. These authors have thus advocated Onsager's phenomenological coe cients in order to achieve symmetrization. On the contrary, by using the symmetric form of the transport uxes and of the di usion coe cients WT62] Gi91] EG94], we have obtained a naturally symmetric conservative formulation. The symmetrized multicomponent reactive ows governing equations are then shown to satisfy the invariance property and are recast into two di erent normal forms. The rst normal form has simpler matrix coe cients and generalizes previous results from Kawashima and Shizuta KS88] . The second normal form has dissipative terms in conservative form and leaves unchanged the structure of the source term. Both forms can be used for the asymptotic stability of constant equilibrium states investigated in the paper.
We then consider an abstract second order quasilinear system which admits an entropy function and satis es the nullspace invariance property so that it can be recast into a normal form. Under stability conditions on the source term, and assuming conditions which guarantee the dissipative structure of the linearized normal system around the constant equilibrium state, we obtain global existence and asymptotic stability of the stationary state. As stability conditions, we assume that the chemical entropy production is nonnegative and that the source term lies in the range of its derivative at equilibrium. Our method of proof relies on Kawashima's theory Ka84] , on a priori estimates provided by the entropy conservation law and on stability properties of the source term. Decay estimates towards the constant stationary state are also obtained in all space dimensions. This work extends previous results of Kawashima Ka84] in space dimension d 3 for general source term. It also extend results of Kawashima Ka84] concerning entropic systems with no source term in space dimension d 1.
We then apply these results to the system modeling multicomponent reactive ows. We rst investigate Maxwellian chemical source terms provided by the kinetic theory. We restate the existence of constant stationary states and investigate the structure of the corresponding linearized equations at equilibrium. We then obtain global existence, asymptotic stability of the constant equilibrium state together with decay estimates. To the authors' knowledge, these results on multicomponent reactive ows, obtained in a mathematical framework deduced from the kinetic theory of gas mixtures Gi91] EG94], are new.
The governing equation for multicomponent reactive ows are presented in Section 2. Symmetrizability for systems of conservation laws, entropy functions and normal forms are investigated in Section 3. These results are then applied to multicomponent reacting ows in Section 4. In Section 5 we investigate an abstract hyperbolic-parabolic composite system with a source term. Finally, Maxwellian chemical source terms and equilibrium states are discussed in Section 6 and asymptotic stability is obtained in Section 7.
Governing Equations 2.1. Conservation equations
The equations modeling multicomponent reactive ows express the conservation of species mass, momentum and energy. These equations can be written in the where @ t is the time derivative operator, U the conservative variable, @ i the space derivative operator in the i th direction, C = f1; 2; 3g the set of direction indices, F i the advective ux in the i th direction, F i the dissipative ux in the i th direction and the source term. The variable U and the advective uxes F i , i 2 C, are given by U = 1 ; : : :; n S ; v 1 ; v 2 ; v 3 ; e tot t ; (2.2) and where k is the density of the k th species, n S the number of species, S = 1; n S ] the set of species indices, = P k2S k the total density, v i the mass averaged ow velocity in the i th direction, e tot the total energy per unit mass of the mixture, and p the thermodynamical pressure. For convenience, the dissipative ux F i is splitted between the mass and heat di usion ux F D i and the viscous ux F i so that = m 1 ! 1 ; : : :; m n S ! n S ; g 1 ; g 2 ; g 3 ; g v t ; (2.7) where = ( ij ) i;j2C is the viscous stress tensor, V k = (V k1 ; V k2 ; V k3 ) t the di usion velocity of the k th species, q = (q 1 ; q 2 ; q 3 ) t the heat ux vector, m k the molar mass of the k th species, ! k the molar production rate of the k th species, g = (g 1 ; g 2 ; g 3 ) t the external force per unit mass acting on the species, v = (v 1 ; v 2 ; v 3 ) t the velocity vector and t the transposition symbol. These equations have to be completed by the relations expressing the transport uxes , V k , k 2 S, and q, the thermodynamic properties p and e tot , the chemical source terms ! k , k 2 S, and the speci c force g.
Transport uxes
The expressions for the transport uxes rigorously derived from the kinetic theory of dilute polyatomic gas mixture can be written where D = (D kl ) k;l2S is the di usion matrix, d k the di usion driving force of the k th species, = ( 1 ; : : :; n S ) t the thermal di usion vector, @ x = (@ 1 ; @ 2 ; @ 3 ) t the usual di erential operator, T the absolute temperature, the volume viscosity, the shear viscosity, 0 the partial thermal conductivity and h k the enthalpy per unit mass of the k th species. The vectors d k , k 2 S, take into account the e ects of various state variable gradients and are given by
where X k denotes the mole fraction of the k th species. Alternate expressions for the di usion velocities and the heat ux vector are
(2.12)
(2.13) where = ( 1 ; : : :; n S ) t is the thermal di usion ratio vector and the thermal conductivity. Both expressions (2.8) (2.12) for the di usion velocities and (2.10) (2.13) for the heat ux vector will be used in the following. These formulations of the pressure tensor (2.9), the di usion velocities (2.8) (2.12), and the heat ux (2.10) (2.13) are due to Waldmann and Tr ubenbacher WT62] EG94]. In particular, the di usion matrix D associated with these uxes is symmetric as speci ed in Section 2.5 where the properties of the various transport coe cients are expressed.
Thermodynamic properties
From the kinetic theory, the state law expressing the pressure p is p = r T; (2.14)
In these expressions, = P k2S k is the total mass density, r the speci c gas constant of the mixture, and R g the universal gas constant. The speci c total energy e tot and the speci c internal energy e of the mixture are given by The quantity e k is the internal energy per unit mass of the k th species and can be written e k (T) = e 0 k + Z T T0 c vk (T 0 ) dT 0 ; (2.18) where e 0 k is the energy of formation of the k th species at the positive reference temperature T 0 and c vk is the speci c heat at constant volume of the k th species. The mixture speci c heat at constant volume c v is also de ned by
Similarly, the speci c total enthalpy h tot and speci c enthalpy h are written
where h k , the enthalpy per unit mass of the k th species, reads h k (T) = e k (T) + r k T; (2.21) and where r k = R g =m k is the speci c gas constant of the k th species. It is also convenient to denote by e tot k the total energy per unit mass of the k th species and by h tot k the total enthalpy per unit mass of the k th species e tot k = e k + 1 2 v v;
The kinetic theory also yields the speci c (physical) entropy of the k th species
where s 00 k is the standard formation entropy at the positive reference temperature T 0 and positive reference pressure 0 R g T 0 . Note that k =m k = k is the molar concentration of the k th species and 0 is the reference concentration. Finally, we will also need the expression of the chemical potential k ( k ; T) of the k th species k = e k + r k T ? s k T: (2.24)
Source terms
The detailed description of the chemical source terms ! k , k 2 S, is not needed in the rst sections of the paper. It will only be needed for investigating global existence results and asymptotic stability of constant equilibrium states. Therefore, the detailed description of the terms ! k , k 2 S, is postponed to Section 6. In the following, we only require that the chemical source terms Remark 2.1. In this paper, for sake of simplicity, we only consider a species independent speci c force, as gravity for instance. When the speci c forces are species dependent, the overall force term reads g = P k2S k g k , and the di usion driving force terms become d 0 k = d k ? ( k =p)g k , where g k denotes the speci c force acting on the k th species. In this situation, there are extra uxes arising from the modi ed di usion driving force terms, and symmetrization of these uxes can only be achieved provided that special compatibility relations hold between the speci c forces and the transport coe cients Ma96].
Mathematical assumptions
We introduce here the mathematical assumptions concerning the transport coe cients, the thermodynamic properties and the simpli ed source terms. We assume that the natural variable Y = ( 1 ; : : :; n S ; v 1 ; v 2 ; v 3 ; T) t We point out that all these assumptions are suggested by the semi-classical kinetic theory of dilute polyatomic reactive gas mixtures Gi91] EG94]. As previously mentioned, the di usion coe cients considered here are symmetric and, therefore, are consistent with Onsager reciprocal relations. On the contrary, Hirschifelder, Curtiss and Bird have introduced an alternate de nition HCB54] and arti cially destroyed the symmetry of the di usion process Gi91] EG94]. The mass constraints of the di usion matrix and the thermal di usion vector also imply the mass conservation relation P k2S k V k = 0. In addition, the positivity properties of the transport coe cients are associated with the positivity of the entropy production quadratic form Gi91] EG94].
Further note that the gas species speci c heats|and therefore the energies and enthalpies|obtained from the kinetic theory, could also be extended|from a mathematical point of view|up to zero temperature, but not the gas entropy which explodes like logT. However, since the basic assumptions of the kinetic theory of dilute gas mixtures are not valid at low temperatures, where the gases are ultimately transformed into liquids and then into solids, we have chosen to restrict the temperature domain to T 0 ; 1), where T 0 is positive, for modeling gas mixtures. 
where G ij (U), i; j 2 C, are the dissipation matrices. These matrices are square matrices of dimension n S + 4, and, from (2.4){(2.6), they admit the following decomposition
(2.30) where
We may further introduce the jacobian matrices A i , i 2 C, of the advection uxes F i , i 2 C,
(2.31) and nally rewrite the system into the quasilinear form where the matrix coe cients are de ned on the open convex set O U . The detailed form of the coe cient matrices A i , i 2 C, and G ij (U), i; j 2 C, will not be needed in the following, and, therefore, will not be given and we refer to Ma96] for more details.
Symmetrization and Normal Forms
For hyperbolic systems of conservation laws, the existence of a conservative symmetric formulation has been shown to be equivalent to the existence of an entropy function Go62] FL71] Mo80]. These results have been generalized to the case of second order quasilinear systems of equations by Kawashima and Shizuta KS88] , using Kawashima's de nition of an entropy function Ka84] . In this section, we rst restate these results on conservative symmetrizability. FollowingKawashima and Shizuta KS88], we then investigate normal forms of the system, i.e., symmetric hyperbolic-parabolic composite forms. Kawashima and Shizuta KS88] have shown that, when the nullspace naturally associated with dissipation matrices is a xed subspace, a symmetric system of conservation equations can be put into a normal form. In the framework of their theory, we further characterize in this section all normal forms for such symmetric systems of conservation laws.
Entropy functions and symmetric conservative forms
We consider an abstract second order quasilinear system in the form . Note that the superscript is used in order to distinguish between the abstract second order system (3.1) of size n in R d and the particular multicomponent reactive ows system (2.32) of size n S + 4 in R 3 . All quantities associated with the abstract system have the corresponding superscript , so that for instance the unknown vector is U . We assume that the following properties hold for system (3.1). The mathematical entropy H is generally taken to be the opposite of the physical mixture entropy density per unit volume. The variable V is usually termed the entropic variable associated with the variable U .
Remark 3.4. Note that, for convenience, we have considered source terms in the previous de nitions, which are minor modi cations of KS88]. Properties of entropy functions associated with source terms are discussed in Section 5.2.
Normal forms
We now assume that the abstract second order quasilinear system (3.1) is symmetrizable in the sense of De nition 3.1, that is, we assume (A 2 ) The system (3.1) admits an entropy function H over the domain O U .
Introducing the symmetrizing variable V t = @ U H , the corresponding system (3.2) then satis es Properties (S 1 ){(S 4 ). However, depending on the range of the dissipation matrices e G ij , this system lies between the two limit cases of an hyperbolic system and a strongly parabolic one. In this section, we use a su cient condition on the matrices e G ij , i; j 2 C , the Condition N introduced by Kawashima and Shizuta KS88], under which the system can be recast in the form of a symmetric hyperbolic-parabolic composite system, de ned as a normal form of the system. We then characterize all normal forms for symmetric systems of conservation laws satisfying Condition N. A su cient condition for system (3.2) to be recast into a normal form is that the nullspace naturally associated with dissipation matrices is a xed subspace of R n . This is Condition N introduced by Kawashima and Shizuta which is now assumed to hold. The auxiliary variable U 0 = P t U ; satis es the equation
where A 0 i = P t A i (P t ) ?1 , G 0 ij = P t G ij (P t Remark 3.9. Theorem 3.8 shows in particular that the general form (3.13) is independent of the choice of P. It is also possible, however, to check it directly. Consider indeed another matrix Q, as in Lemma 3.7, and de ne U 00 = Q t U and V 00 = Q ?1 V . Denoting by P the matrix P = P ?1 Q, we thus get U 00 = P t U 0 and V 00 = P ?1 V 0 . Since the nullspace N( e B) is spanned by the n 0 rst columns of P and Q, it is easily checked that P ) ?1 V 0 II and we recover that the general form (3.13) is independent of P.
Symmetrization for Multicomponent Flows
We now apply the general results of Section 3 to the system of equations governing multicomponent reactive ows (2.32). We rst exhibit an entropy function and derive the corresponding conservative symmetric form. We then establish that Condition N is satis ed. As a result, we recast the symmetrized system into two normal forms. The rst normal form has simpler matrix coe cients and generalizes the normal form of the Navier-Stokes equations previously obtained by Kawashima and Shizuta KS88] . This form also perturbs the structure of the source term. The second normal form, given in the Appendix, is more natural but also more complex, and has dissipative terms in conservative form. Both forms can be used for the asymptotic stability of constant equilibrium states investigated in the next sections. Proof. 
Consider then a vector x 2 R n S +4 , with components (x 1 ; : : :; x n S +4 ). After a little algebra, we obtain that x t e A 0 x = T ? (x n S +1 +v 1 x n S +4 ) 2 +(x n S +2 +v 1 x n S +4 ) 2 +(x n S +3 +v 1 x n S +4 ) 2 + X k2S k r k ? x k + v 1 x n S +1 + v 2 x n S +2 + v 3 x n S +3 + e tot k x n S +4 2 + c v T 2 x 2 n S +4 ; so that from (H 2 ) and the positivity of k , k 2 S, and T, we deduce that e A 0 is positive de nite.
On the other hand, by using (H 6 ){(H 8 ), one can establish that (4.14)
Proof. According to Eq. (4.12) (4.13), the matrix e B is positive semi-de nite, so that its nullspace is constituted by the vectors x of R n S +4 such that x t e Bx = 0. On the other hand, we have 
where o i = x n S +i + v i x n S +4 , i = 1; 2; 3. As a consequence, x t e Bx = 0 implies that x n S +4 = 0 and that x n S +i = 0, i = 1; 2; 3, thanks to (H 5 ). Therefore, x is in the In Finally, the terms H II is easily computed from (3.18) whereas the corresponding source term = (@ W V ) t is given by = 0; m 2 ! 2 ; : : :; m n S ! n S ; g 1 T ; g 2 T ; g 3 Proof. The calculations are lenghty but straightforward and make use of Theorem 4.2, Proposition 4.4 and Assumptions (H 1 ){(H 9 ). u t Remark 4.6. Note that if g = 0 and if the source term remains in a xed subspace of R n S 0 R 4 , the source term is no longer in a xed subspace of R n S +4 of the same dimension because of the coe cients e k =T 2 in the term P k2S e k m k ! k =T 2 which introduce an explicit dependence on the state variables.
Global Existence and Asymptotic Stability for an Abstract System
In this section, we further consider the abstract quasilinear second order system (3.1). We assume that the system admits an entropy function and that Condition N holds, so that the system can be recast into a normal form. Under stability conditions on the source term, and assuming conditions which guarantee the dissipative structure of the linearized normal system around the constant equilibrium state, we prove global existence, asymptotic stability and decay estimates for the Cauchy problem.
Equilibrium point and conservation of entropy
We consider an abstract system of conservation laws (3.1) satisfying Assumptions (A 1 ){(A 3 ) of Section 3. This system can then be written in the symmetric form (3.2) and in a normal form (3.7). We further assume in the following that system (3.1) possesses a constant equilibrium state. The equilibrium states corresponding to the various variables are also denoted with the superscript e , so that the equilibrium states in the variables V and W , for instance, are denoted by V e and W e , respectively.
In order to establish existence theorems, we will need a priori estimates for the solution. To this purpose, we establish a conservation equation for the generalized entropy function H . This equation is easily obtained by taking the scalar product of (3.2) with the vector V and reads 
Local dissipative structure
In order to establish global existence in time and asymptotic stability of a constant stationary state, decay estimates for linearized equations are needed. A condition which guarantees decay properties for the linearized system is the local dissipative structure introduced by Kawashima Ka84] . This dissipative structure is completed here by stability properties of the source term. can be proved without the existence of matrices K j , j 2 C, by only using the combined compensating matrix K(w), w 2 S d?1 , that is, by only using the strict dissipativity of the system. Nevertheless, in practical applications, it is generally possible to obtain compensating matrices K j , j 2 C , and to set K(w) = P j2C K j w j .
Locally stable source terms
We have already assumed that the matrix L (W e ) is symmetric in (D 1 ). We now further introduce local stability assumptions concerning the source term. We can choose r small enough such that this inequality holds with V = V (W ) and W in O = f z 2 R n ; jz ? W e j < r g.
Note that Properties (D 3 ) and (D 4 ) only concern the source term e . Property (D 3 ) will be used for decay estimates whereas Property (D 4 ) will be needed for the existence theorem. Note however, that Property (S 4 ) does not imply the stronger condition (5.6). Similarly, we have only assumed, with Property (D 4 ), that the source term is locally stable, and it does not implies (5.7) globally. However, for multicomponent reactive ows, Properties (5.6) and (5.7) are globally satis ed, as they should for any physically reasonable model. This suggests the following de nition of a strong entropy which could be used in order to obtain global estimates, not necessarily in the neighborhood of a constant state. In order to establish this result, following Kawashima Ka84], we restate a local existence theorem, we derive a priori estimates for the local solution of the Cauchy problem and we show that this local solution can be extended inde nitely.
Local existence
In this section we restate a local existence theorem due to Kawashima Ka84] . Local existence is proved for an initial data near the stationary state with a control on the distance between the solution and the constant state. We now want to estimate the quantity N l (T) when it satis es a smallness assumption. We rst restate a result of Kawashima concerning the norms of higher derivatives of W I and W II . In the next lemmas, we complete this estimate by considering lower derivatives. These estimates involve the orthogonal projector P onto the range of L (W e ). The following result has been established by Kawashima Ka84] and is given here without proof. Proof. We rewrite the system (5.9) in the form We can now combine the preceding lemmas in order to obtain a priori estimates for N l (T). 
Asymptotic decay
In this section we establish decay estimates towards the equilibrium state. We thus obtain that for l d=2] + 3, and for kzk l;2 su ciently small, we have De ning then j j jz(t)j j j l?2; = sup 0 t (1 + ) kz( )k l?2;2 , we obtain j j jz(t)j j j l?2; Ckz(0)k l?2;2jp + C 3 (t)kz(0)k l;2 j j jz(t)j j j l?2; + C 4 (t)j j jz(t)j j j 2 Since 3 (t) and 4 (t) are uniformly bounded with respect to t, we obtain the desired estimate for j j jz(0)j j j l?2; small enough and this completes the proof. u t
Equilibrium Points for Maxwellian Chemistry
In order to apply Theorem 5.4 and 5.11 to the multicomponent reactive ow governing equations (2.32), it is rst necessary to establish the existence of equilibrium states and to investigate the corresponding linearized source terms. This is the purpose of this section where we introduce the detailed structure of the source term ! k , k 2 S.
Maxwellian chemistry
In the following Sections, in order to investigate asymptotic stability of constant equilibrium states, the source term is taken to be = (m 1 ! 1 ; : : :; m n S ! n S ; 0; 0; 0; 0) t ;
(6.1) where m k is the molar mass of the k th species and ! k the molar production rate of the k th species. More speci cally, we no longer consider force terms in and only chemistry e ects are included in the model. The molar production rates that we consider are the Maxwellian production rates obtained from the kinetic theory EG94]. These rates are obtained in a reactive kinetic framework when the chemistry characteristic times are larger than the mean free times of the molecules EG94]. Therefore, we consider a system of n R reversible reactions for n S species where S k is the chemical symbol of the k th species, 0 ki and 00 ki the stoichiometric coe cients of the k th species in the i th reaction, and R = 1; n R ] the set of reaction indices. The chemical species are assumed to be constituted by elements and we denote by E kl the number of l th element in the k th species. We also denote by E = 1; n E ] the set of element indices and by n E the number of elements.
The molar production rate of the k th species is then given by where h k is the enthalpy per unit mass of the k th species , R g the universal gas constant, and s k (m k ; T) is the speci c entropy of the k th species at unit concentration, that is at k = m k .
Remark 6.1. The direct rate constant is usually approximated by using an Arrhenius empirical relation
where A i is the pre-exponential factor, b i the pre-exponential exponent and T i the activation energy of the i th reaction, but the exact expression of K fi (T) will not be needed in the following.
Mathematical assumptions for chemistry terms
The mathematical assumptions concerning the chemical productions rates are the following.
(H 10 ) The rate constants ? K fi (T) i2R are C 1 positive bounded functions of T 2 T 0 ; 1) and the reverse constants are given by K fi (T)=K ei (T) where
is the equilibrium constant of the i th reaction.
(H 11 ) The element vectors E l , l 2 E, de ned by E l = (E 1l ; : : :; E n S l ) t , and the reaction vectors i , i 2 R, de ned by i = ( 1i ; : : :; n S i ) t , satisfy the element conservation relations h i ; E l i = 0; i 2 R; l 2 E; where hx; yi denotes the scalar product between vectors x and y. The space spanned by the reaction vectors is denoted by R and the space spanned by the element vectors is denoted by E R = spanf i ; l 2 R g; With respect to these assumptions, we make the following comments. We rst note that Properties (H 10 ) and (H 12 ) imply the smoothness Property (H 4 ). Similarly, since the force term g is taken to be zero in the following sections, the smoothness Property (H 3 ) is also trivially satis ed. Properties (H 12 ) and (H 13 ) also imply the mass conservation relation (H 9 ) since The element vectors may taken to be the atomic elements provided that the corresponding vectors are independent. When this is not the case, it is rst necessary to eliminate linearly dependent atomic elements. Finally, the fundamental relation between the direct and reverse rate constants K ri (T) = K fi (T)=K ei (T) is a direct consequence of the kinetic theory EG94].
Miscellaneous
In the following, we will have to manipulate the mass weighted production rates m k ! k , k 2 S. To this purpose, we introduce the mass weights matrix M, of order n S , de ned by M = diag(m 1 ; : : :; m n S ); which acts on vectors of length n S . The mass weighted stoichiometric coe cients are then the vectors M i , i 2 R, and the speci c elemental compositions are the vectors M ?1 E l , l 2 E. The corresponding spaces MR and M ?1 E, spanned by these mass weighted vectors, are also such that MR (M ?1 E) ? and M ?1 E (MR) ? in the composition space R n S . In particular, we have M! 2 MR and the mass relation (6.9) can also be written
where U 2 R n S is the unity vector de ned by U = (1; : : :; 1) t , which implies that U 2 (MR) ? .
Various forms of the multicomponent reactive ow governing equations have been investigated in Section 4. We present here some additional properties of the corresponding source terms. We rst observe that the source term e of the symmetric form (4.4) is identical to that of the original formulation, that is, e = . On the other hand, the source terms for the auxiliary variables U 0 = P t U and V 0 = P ?1 V , where the constant matrix P is given by Eq. (4.16), are given by 0 = e 0 = P t , that is to say 0 = e 0 = (0; m 2 ! 2 ; : : :; m n S ! n S ; 0; 0; 0; 0) t :
(6.11)
In particular, 0 is also in a xed subspace of R n S +4 of dimension dim(R) since 0 2 P t (MR 0 R 4 ):
(6.12) Finally, the source terms corresponding to the variable W is given by = (0; m 2 ! 2 ; : : :; m n S ! n S ; 0; 0; 0; ? 1
(6.13)
Equilibrium points
In this section we establish the existence of constant equilibrium states when the source terms are taken as in (H 10 ){(H 13 ). We restate existence and uniqueness of an equilibrium density vector at a xed temperature in a given a ne submanifold of element conservation, as well as detailed balance at where a k (T) = k (1; T)=r k T. The partial derivative with respect to the mass density vector % is also given by
The function H is easily extended over the closure of (% c + MR) \ (0; 1) n S into a continuous function by using 0 log0 = 0, and, therefore, H admits a minimum on this convex compact set. Note that the boundedness of the reaction simplex is a direct consequence of U 2 (MR) ? , that is, of mass conservation. This minimum cannot be reached at the boundaries as easily checked by inspecting the sign of the normal derivative. As a consequence, it is reached in the interior, and, thanks to the strict convexity of H, this mimimum is unique. Since the minimum is reached in the interior of the reaction simplex, we also have As a consequence, = hY; M!i vanishes at (% e ; T e ) which is therefore an equilibrium point. Conversely, from (6.21), any equilibrium point on the reaction simplex is such that the quantities hY; M i i, i 2 R, vanish so that the partial derivatives of H along the reaction simplex are zero. Since H is a strictly convex function, it reaches a minimum at this point. Therefore, this point coincides with the unique minimum of H and the proof is complete. u t As a direct consequence of the preceding results, we obtain the following proposition, which implies Property (A 4 ).
Proposition 6.4. Given a temperature T e and a mass density vector % c , and We will denote by V e and W e the equilibrium states in the variables V and W, respectively. In the following proposition, we establish Property (D 4 ).
Proposition 6.5. Let Remark 6.7. The fact that the rank of e L is maximal at V e shows that the equilibrium point is regular in the sense of Krambeck Kr70].
Asymptotic Stability for Multicomponent Reactive Flows
In this section we apply theorems 5.4 and Theorem 5.11 to the multicomponent reactive ow governing equations (2.32). where Z is a vector of R and from the sparse structure of P j2C j K j A 0 (W e ) we immediately obtain (7.5).
As a consequence, for this particular formulation, the term involving k k 0;2 is not 
